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Chapterr 2 

Onn the dynamics of a mixed 
parabolic-gradientt system 

2.11 Introduction 

Inn a paper of Hentschel & Van Ooyen [21] a mathematical model is presented on 
thee growth of neural connections in the nervous system. The model describes the 
outgrowthh of axons from neurons to targets in a developmental phase for innervation. 
Itt is assumed that the growth toward the targets is part ly guided by the gradients of 
concentrationn fields of certain chemicals which are present in the environment. These 
concentrationn fields change in t ime due to the release of the chemicals by the targets 
andd the growth cones and the processes of diffusion and absorption. 

Onee of the goals of the model is to better understand the observed effects of 
bundlingg and debundling of the growth cones. The assumption that the growth cones 
themselves,, besides the targets, also release1 chemicals that influence the growth of 
thee cones might explain the bundling and debundling effects. 

Inn the model two kinds of variables are used to describe this biological system. 
First,, functions of time ra : R —> M2, which denote1 the positions of the growth cones, 
wheree a ranges over the number of axons A7,./.1 Second, fields p$: R2 x R —>  R. which 
denotee the concentration of the chemicals as a function of space and time, where 3 
rangess over the number of concentration fields Nr. The dynamics are described by 
gradientt equations for the growth cone positions 

00 = ^> a . . ,Vp . , ( r a( / ) . 0. (2-1) 

Wee will regard the growth cones as 'dynamical sources' to which the subscript 'd' refers. 

7 7 
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forr all a = 1 N  ̂ and for the concentration fields we have parabolic equations 

A'rff -V, 

ddttpp33(x.(x. t) = D3Ap3(x. t) - K3(>AX. t) + Y, <rl aSrn (t) ) + £ °3.,S  ̂ (x). (2.2) 
aa = l - ) - l 

forr all tf = 1 Ar
c. Here x = (.ri, .i^)- 7 ranges over the number of targets Ns and .s7 

denotess the position of target ~ .2 The growth cones and targets act as sources for the 
concentrationn fields located at the positions ra and .s7. The functions Srit : M.2 — R, 
wheree we left out the argument c. can be considered as source profiles for the growth 
conee sources, which translate with rQ. The coefficient afj n can then be interpreted as 
thee excretion strength of growth cone o with respect to chemical 3 and this coefficient 
cann be a function of time and of the fields p\ p\'t. evaluated at rQ. An analogous 
interpretationn holds for Ss% and am\ „ . 

Inn this chapter we want to gain more insight into the dynamics of this mixed 
system.. Although the ultimate goal is to find a suitable numerical method for the 
system,, most of the chapter will be analytical work. Verwer and Sonimeijer [50] used 
thee explicit Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev method and found that the system is highly 
sensitivee in its parameters and source terms with respect to bundling and debundling. 
AA similar conclusion was reported in a second numerical paper by Lastdrager [32]. 
Thereforee we want to gain understanding on the relative importance of parameters, 
thee sensitivity of the dynamics with respect to these parameters and the effects that 
thee choice of used source functions has on the dynamics, where one can think of block, 
conee or even S-functions. 

Hentschell  k. Van Ooyen [21] use in their simulations a quasi-steady-state-approx-
imationn (QSSA) for the parabolic equations so that the system reduces to a system 
off  ODEs. By using QSSA, the parabolic equations become elliptic equations that can 
bee solved explicitly in some cases. The solutions of the elliptic equations then depend 
onn rQ alone and substitution of these solutions in the gradient equations, results in a 
closedd ODE system. We will discuss to what extend QSSA is profitable by examining 
whenn it can be used and what its benefits are. As an example we define a specific 
1-dimensionall  system of the form (2.1)-(2.2). that we can solve analytically by using 
thee QSSA assumption. We will compare this solution to numerical solutions of the 
fulll  system. 

Thee contents is as follows. We will start with some remarks on the mixed parabolic-
gradientt system in Section 2 and the QSSA-approximation in Section 3. In Section 4 
wee will discuss some possible choices for source functions and in Section 5 we will 
examinee an effect that we will call self-interaction. Section 6 is devoted to numerical 
integrationn of the system. Here. also, the QSSA solution is compared to the numerical 
integrationn of the full system. 

Wee wil l regard the targets as "static sources" to which the subscript 's" refers. 
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2.22 Mixed parabolic-gradient systems 
Thee system consists of N(j gradient equations (2.1) and Nr parabolic equations (2.2). 
Forr the domain we will take t > 0 and VI — [0, l ] 2 and we will assume periodic 
boundaryy conditions because the boundary does not play an essential role here and it 
iss convenient from a numerical point of view. Further we need the initial values for rft 

andd p3. The coupling between the gradient and parabolic equations occurs through 
thee source terms 5r i i in the parabolic equations and of course through the gradient 
termss in the gradient equations. 

2.2.11 Gradient equations 

Wee outline some properties of the gradient equations. With the fields p3 as given 
functionss of space and time, equation (2.1) is of the form r = f(r,t). If we use the 
notationn $a = Y^,i^a.3P3- then equation (2.1) becomes 

^(t)^(t)  = \?*n(rQ(t).t). (2.3) 

If,, for all 0, p3 is twice continuously differentiable with respect to space and continu-
ouss with respect to time, V<&Q is Lipschitz continuous and existence and uniqueness 
off  solutions is guaranteed. For a fixed, time independent $a, the stationary points are 
characterizedd by V$>a(x) = 0. For arbitrary solutions r(t) of (2.3), $n(r(t)) is non-
decreasingg in time and therefore, the local maxima of <&Q are stable stationary points 
andd the minima and saddle points are unstable stationary points of equation (2.3). 
Thee field $a is the weighted sum of the fields pi,....p r̂. Hence, ra tends to grow 
inn a direction of increasing p3 with Xa,3 > 0 and decreasing p.3 with Xa,3 < 0. The 
formerr are called fields of attractants whereas the latter are called fields of repellents. 

AA point that deserves some attention is that the extrema of <£>a need not be equal 
too the maxima and minima (for repellent fields) of the separate p3. This means 
thatt if we have a set of targets all contributing to an at tract ant field, then the stable 
stationaryy points of equation (2.1) need not be equal to the locations of the targets. In 
particular,, if two targets are close to each other, there might be one stable stationary 
pointt in between, instead of two stable stationary points near the locations of the 
targets. . 

Thee existence of the gradients in the points (ra(t),t) of the functions <ï>f> will 
bee discussed in Section 2.4. where we examine the use of different kinds of source 
functions. . 

2.2.22 Parameter ranges and the domain 

Thee parameter values are not known exactly, but we will make assumptions on their 
orderss of magnitude. In Table 2.1 some estimated model related quantities are shown. 
Heree r is the growth speed of the growing axon. L t,,nes is the diameter of the growth 
conee and LtHrget is the distance which the axons have to grow across. Further on we 
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Tablee 2.1: Parameter orders 
Parameter r 

D D 
v v 

^ t a r g et t 

Approximatee ordel-

i d 44 m m2 / s 
10"BB -1Ü"4 mm/s 
10~22 mm 
100 ' 1 mm 

wil ll  use a parameter I' that measures the radius of the (circular) support of the source 
functionss Srti. It seems reasonable to use / = L c o n, .s/2. 

Thee parameters K^, rr^ a, <7j ^. and A a. j are not known and can be used for tuning. 
However,, this does not mean that they can be chosen independently. For instance, 
thee growth speed of axon a at a certain point in time and space is a homogenous 
functionn of the parameters Aa.i K*.N,. as well as the parameters a  ̂ 0 and <r̂  0 for 
alll  a. .i and ",. Therefore, if the a\ , and a  ̂ _. are all multiplied by a certain factor, 
thenn the Xa,3 should all be divided by approximately the same factor to keep the 
speedd of the axons in the right range. 

Al ll  parameters and variables wil l be measured in units of mill imeters and seconds. 

2.33 Quasi-steady-stat e approximation 

Wee want to consider the use of a quasi-steady-state approximation instead of the 
parabolicc equations (2.2). as is done in [21], In this approximation, we use in the 
gradientt equations, not the p3 from the parabolic equations, but p3 that are at all 
timess the solutions of the elliptic equations 

DD33ApAp33(x)(x) - K3p3(x) + X > l a S , t ( 0 ( . r ) + £ > l . S , . , ( . r) = 0. (2.4) 
aa = l > = ! 

forr all Ó = 1 Nc. given the values of ra(t). To solve the p3 simultaneously from 
thiss system we have to keep in mind that the a  ̂ a and <7; 7̂ may depend on the p!3 

evaluatedd in the points ra and s-r 

Forr instance, the model that is used by Hentschel and Van Ooyen has three fields 
off  chemicals, namely p\ (at t ractant). p2 (repellent) and p:i (target at t ractant). Chem-
icalss p\ and p2 a r e produced by the moving sources and p.\ by the static sources and 
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theirr system of parabolic equations is 

A'rf f 

dtpi(x.t)dtpi(x.t) =D1Ap1{x,t) -Kipi{x,t) + ^2<riQSrn(t){x). 
aa = l 

JVrf f 

ddtP2tP2(x.t)(x.t) =D2Ap2(x.t) -K2P2(x,t) + J2 4a(P3(ra(t),t))Sro i t ) (x), (2.5) 
a = l l 

Ar.s s 

ddttp-p-AA(xA)(xA) =D3Ap3(x.t) - K3p3{x.t) + J2a3-iS*^xï-
77 = 1 

wheree the erf  Q and a3r) are constants. Its steady state, given the values rQ at time t. 
cann be found by setting dpi/dt = dp2/dt = dp3/dt = 0 and dropping the arguments 
t,t, which results in system (2.4) for this particular case. The solution of system (2.4), 
whichh we denote by (px.pz.fa). is a steady state of system (2.5) with fixed ra and 
whenn the Srn and Sŝ  are smooth functions or ^-functions (in case of point sources) 
thiss state is also globally attracting in the sense that for every set of start functions 
(p\.p(p\.p22*Pz)*Pz) the solution of system (2.5) with fixed rQ tends to (px.p2.p3,) in the Loo-
norm.. This is intuitively clear because of the fact that the first and last equation 
aree independent of the equation for p2. Therefore, px and p3 approach p\ and p3, 
respectively,, so that for t — oc, the equation for p2 gets constant source terms and 
pp22 converges to p2. 

Inn general, the coupling between the equations of system (2.4) by the functions 
<TQ<TQ Q and cr|_7, might give problems with respect to the existence of steady-state 
solutionss as well as the global attraction of such solutions. We will consider a few 
differentt cases illustrating these problems. 

Examplee 1. Concerning the existence of steady-state solutions we look at a simple 
I-dimensionalI-dimensional example system 

ddttpi(x.t)pi(x.t) = d*pi(x,t)-pi(xJ,) + (Ti(pl(ri),p2(r1))6(x-rl), 

ddttpp22(xA)(xA) = djp2(x.t) - p2(x.t) + a2(p2(r2).px(r2))8(x - r2). 

inin which the functions px, p2 are defined on E and the S(-) stand for the Dirac S-
function.function. If both equations are in steady-state the px, p2 have to satisfy 

Pi(^)) = è ^ ( P i ( n ) , ^ ( r i ) ) e -| l - r i 1 , 

fa{x)fa{x) = è<72(P2(r2).pi(r2))e-'T-r2l . 

forfor all x £ R. which follows from the fact that for arbitrary a > 0. 

ti(x)ti(x) =dx dx 22 p(x) - p(x) + aS(x) = 0. Var € 

linii  p{x) — 0. 

http://px.p2.p3
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SubstitutionSubstitution of n and r2 in system (2.7) results in a system of four equations: 

(2.8) ) 
P i (n)) = 5<7i(pi(r-i).p2(r-i)) /5i(r2) = |a i (p i (n ) .p2(n ) )e" 

p2(r2)) = ^2(p2(r2) .p i ( r2) ) p2(n) = \a2{p2{r2). pi{r2))e
 k l r2 

mm /our unknowns Pi{rj),  (i,j — 1,2). 4̂ solution of system (2.8) tm// yzeM a steady-
statestate solution of system (2.6). However, whether a solution of (2.8) exists depends 
onon the functions o\ and a2 and on the values ofr\ andr-2- For instance, ifo~\{x.y) — 
aa22{x,y){x,y) = xyj{{\ — x){\ — y)), then for all choices of n and r2 the only real solution 
ofof system (2.8) is p\{r{)  = pi{r2) = p2(n) = h{T'2) = 0 and therefore the only 
steady-statesteady-state of (2.6) will  be p\ = p2 = 0. Ü 

Evenn if a steady-state solution exists, it can be non-attracting, so that the system 
wil ll  never approach this state. It then doesn't make sense to use the steady-state 
approximationn for solving the gradient equations. An example of such a system is 
describedd next. 

Examplee 2. The system, of equations is given by 

dtpi(x,t)dtpi(x,t) = Dd?p1(x.t)-p1{x.t)+cT1{p2{ri))6{x-r l). 

ddttp2{x,p2{x, t) = Dd\p2{x. t) - p2(x, t) + (T2(pi{r 2))6{x - r2). 

withwith pi.2 defined on [0,1], periodic boundary conditions, D — 0.1, r\ — 0.25, r2 = 0.5 
and and 

UsingUsing the same technique as in Example 1, one can show that system (2.9) has a 
steady-statesteady-state solution. However, numerical experiments show that with the initial con-
ditiondition p\_2 = 0 the system will  approach a periodic motion with a period that is around 
2.2. Some pictures of this are shown in Figure 2.1. Thus, system (2.9) has a steady-
statestate solution which doesn't seem, to be an attractor in the sense that the solution 
isis approached for t —> oc. Therefore, for this system in combination with certain 
gradientgradient equations no quasi-steady-state approximation can be used.

InIn general we can say the following. System (2.4) can be solved if there is a ordering 
off  the fields pj such that the 0% a and <r§0 do not depend on p,j,{rn) and pj^s-). 
forr all a and all 3 < Q{. Solving the system can be done by solving sequentially for 
88 = 1 , . . ., Nc. We call such a system of equations sequentially dependent. Thus, if 
thee system of parabolic equations is sequentially dependent, then there exists a steady 
state.. In addition, this steady-state is a global attractor of the system. 

If,, in a mixed parabolic-gradient system, the parabolic equations are sequentially 
dependentt we can use the quasi-steady-state approximation, i.e.. the solutions pg of 
systemm (2.4) can be used in the gradients equations to give 

dd N' : 

- r Q( t )) = ^A a. .3VA 3M0)< (2-11) 
3=3= 1 
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Figuree 2.1: Periodic motion of system (2.9). pi (—) and p2 ( ). 
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forr a = 1 N(j. The basic idea behind this approximation is that the dynamics of 
thee parabolic equations is much faster than the dynamics of the gradient equations. 
However,, we will see in Section 2.5 that with the parameter ranges given in Section 2.2 
thiss approximation can become very bad in the sense that the growing speeds rn can 
bee significantly different when using the quasi-steady-state approximation. 

Anotherr point is what kind of source functions to use. If point sources are being 
used,, the system of elliptic equations (2.4) can be solved exactly for all arbitrary 
combinationss of rj r\r as is done in [21]. We will examine in the next section 
thee use of point sources and different kinds of source functions. 

2.44 Source functions 

Wee want to consider some aspects of the used source functions Sr(t in the parabolic 
equations.. From a modeling point of view, the use of point sources for making the 
modell  as simple as possible, is appealing. For instance. Hentschel and Van Ooyen [21] 
usee point sources in their simulations of the model. However, as we will show in the 
nextt subsection, using point sources gives difficulties with respect to the smoothness 
andd existence of solutions, especially in 2 and 3 dimensions. The alternative is to use 
sourcee functions that are spread out in the neighborhood of the source position, as is 
discussedd in Subsection 2.4.2. Although extra choices have to be made concerning the 
formm of the source functions, the smoothness and existence of solutions are guaranteed 
inn this case. 

2.4.11 Point sources 

Wee will start with point sources in one dimension, so that we are considering the 
solutionss of equations of the form 

A'rff  A ' s 

ddttpp33(xJ)=D^p^-t)-K,(xJ)=D^p^-t)-K,iippJJ(xJ)(xJ) + Y,^iaH<r-r n(t)) + Y/^l1H-r-s,). (2.12) 
r»» = l - ) - l 

wheree x G 1R. Because this equation is linear, the solution for given functions ra(t) can 
bee found by solving the same equation for the different sources separately, meaning 
thatt we have to solve equations of the form 

ddttp(x.p(x. t) = Dd2
xP(x. t) - KP(X. t) + aö{x - r(t)). (2.13) 

Smoothness s 

Thee solution of equation (2.13) can be written as 
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forr silt > 0 and po(x) = p(x.O). which can be easily found by using Fourier analysis. 
Givenn po E Lp (1 < p < oc), it can be proven that p is Cx at all points (x, t) with 
tt > 0 and j " T̂  r(t). A proof of this for an analogous equation can be found in [19]. 
Att points (r(t).t), p may not be di f ferent iate with respect to x. 

Therefore,, equation (2.12) has solutions of p$ that are smooth, except in points 
(r(r aa(t),t)(t),t) and {s^.t). where the sources are located, as can also be seen in Figure 2.1. 
Forr the analogous equations in two and three dimensions the same holds, as can be 
provenn in exactly the same way as in one dimension. 

Inn the complete 1-dimensional mixed parabolic-gradient system, the functions r(t) 
satisfyy gradient equations (2.1). These equations contain terms Xa.i3dxpp(ra(t),t), so 
thatt there can occur something which we wil l call self-interaction. This occurs if there 
aree a and j3 with ad

3 Q  ̂ 0 and Xn_s / 0. meaning that source a produces p0 and the 
dynamicss of r a is influenced by pp. In other words, there are sources sensing fields 
whichh they help produce themselves. 

I l l -def inedness. . 

I ff  self-interaction occurs with respect to source a and field j3, then the system is not 
well-defined,, because the solution prj(-.t) of equation (2.12) is not differentiable at 
rr aa(t),(t), while the term dxpQ{ra{t),t) is used in the gradient equation for ra(t). 

Inn the 2- and 3-dimensional case the situation is similar. The solution p@ is 
everywheree C°°, except at the location of the point sources a with 073 ,a ^ 0, where it is 
evenn singular. Again, this wil l result in ill-definedness of the problem if self-interaction 
occurs,, in the same way as in the 1-dimensional case. Therefore, if self-interaction 
occurs,, it is impossible to work with point sources. 

Byy defining a generalized gradient V / ( x ) = l i m ^ o C /^ + h) — f(x — h))/(2h), we 
cann solve this problem in the 1-dimensional case, because V'p$ exists at the locations 
off  the sources. Further, if ƒ is smooth at x then V / ( x ) = V/ ( . r ) . However, it seems 
thatt there is not a similar possibility in 2 dimensions due to the fact that the pg are 
singularr at the source locations, which is not the case in 1 dimension. In this case we 
wouldd like to define a generalized gradient by means of 

V / ( r )) = hm -j-T f f(x)(x - r) dx. (2.15) 
ftiOftiO  TthA JBh{r) 

withh Bh{r) — {x £ M.2 \ \x — r\ — h], for which in case of a smooth function ƒ we can 
wTrite e 

V / ( r )) = lim - ! - f ff(r) + V / ( r )  (x - r) + O (h2) )(x - r) dx 
MOO -Kh6 JBh{r) I J 

MOO JBh ( r ) 7r/rU J 

However,, if we try to use our generalized gradient in two dimensions on a moving 
sourcee with a constant speed vector v. yielding equation 

ddttp(x,p(x, t) = DAp(x. t) - Kp(x. t) + ad (x - r(t)). (2.16) 
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withh r(t) — tv + f'o- then for large / the solution approaches 

Thiss can be found be substituting a moving profile solution p(x.,t) = p(x — £v) into 
equationn (2.16). Here, the function A'o is the modified Bessel function of the second 
kind,, for which, for small x. KQ(X) — —'/.; — ln(j,'/2) + O(x). where  is Eider's 
constant.. We then can write for p(x.f) in the neighborhood of r(t) 

P(rP(r + S,t) 

—— l-—v-£ + OE*) > I - i n [e'E V l ' 2 ^rr 2D' — - , , , - . - 4 D Kl +Od€l 

== A! lll(A 2K|) + A3(V  0 lll(^2^|) + o (K|). 

wheree / I j . /I2 and A-s are real constants. If this expression is substituted in the 
definitionn of Vp, then this yields 

- ^^ [ P(r + Z,md{ = A:i\n(A2h)v + O {h°) , 
** hh JBfl(0) 

andd therefore the limit in the definition of the generalized gradient does not exist 
att the location of the source r(t). In three dimensions the same effect occurs and 
againn the analogously defined generalized gradient does not exist at the location of 
thee source. 

Makingg use of some kind of generalized gradient doesn't seem to make it possible to 
combinee self-interaction with point sources in the 2- and 3-dimensional case. Because 
self-interactionn is an important feature of the model, we will disregard the use of point 
sourcess and concentrate in the next section on sources that are spread-out in space. 

2.4.22 Spread-out sources 

Iff  using spread-out sources, certain choices have to be made regarding the form of 
thee source function Sr: Q — R. In general, we will define the function S,-n by 
SSrnrn (x) = S(\x — ra\), where S: R+ —> R. Further we would like to have in most cases 
aa compactly supported source function, meaning that supp(S') = [0. f]  for some I > 0. 
Wee assume also that S is non-increasing, piecewise smooth and j n Sr<i (^)d£ = 1. In 
ann analogous way wre will define Ss_ . 

Thee most simple source function we can think of is the one defined by 

b[x)b[x) = s  C1 — 07. C2 — zr^-
KK } \0. x>t 2( n(' 

Thiss function already shows an important feature of spread-out sources. Namely, the 
sourcee functions Sr<>  defined using the S above, will have discontinuities at points 
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xx € V. with | j- — ra\ =  This can result in higher order1 discontinuities at the same 
pointss in the solutions pp of the parabolic equations. 

E x a m p l ee 3. As an example in one dimension we consider solutions of the equation 

0,p(x.0,p(x. t) = Dd2.p(x. t) - Kp(x, t) + aS{\x - vt\), (2.18) 

onon R. which describes the dynamics of a concentration field p caused by a moving 
sourcesource with location r(t) = vt. One of the solutions is a translating profile p(x.t) = 
p(xp(x — vt), that is shown for t = 0 in the left picture of Figure 2.2. At t = 0. the source 
isis located at the origin and moves to the right with speed v. Here, we 'used v = 0.5. 
DD = 0.1, K = 1 and ( — (J.5. In the middle and right picture of the figure dxp and d2

l:p 
areare shown, respectively. We can see that the second order derivative is discontinuous 
forfor \x\ =L • 

0.4 4 

- 44 -3 - 2 -1 1 22 3 4 

-4-4 -3 -2 -1 1 22 3 4 

8--

SS | 
4-- I 

2--

l l 
- 4 - 3 - 2 - 11 1 2 3 4 

JJ N x 

- 6 6 

-S S 

Figuree 2.2: Moving source profile p in one dimension and its derivatives dxp and dj.p 

Inn general, solutions of 

ddttp(x,t)p(x,t) = Ddip(x.t) - Kp(x.t) + f(x.t). (2.19) ) 

withh f(x, t) piecewise smooth and having discontinuities of order fk{t) at points Xk(t). 
aree smooth everywhere, except for the points x^(t). where they have discontinuities 
off order a ( f ) + 2. Therefore we can choose other source functions to guarantee a 
certainn smoothness, some of which are shown Table 2.2. 

'Withh a discontinuity of order r in x we mean that the r t h-order derivative is discontinuous in 
,rr while the (r — l) '1 ' derivative is continuous. By a discontinuity order of oc we mean that all 
derivativess in x are continuous. 
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Tablee 2.2: Source functions and orders of discontinuity. 

S(x) S(x) 

L d i m m 

CdinMCdinM ~ x) 

CCdimdim(x-()(x-()22(x-^) (x-^) 

Crf „, tcos2(ff ) ) 

c, , 

2 2 
(. (. 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 
( ( 

cc2 2 

1 1 
ixCixC2 2 

3 3 
ntnt3 3 

20 0 
3TT£5 5 

2n 2n 
( T T 2 - 4 K 2 2 

profile e 

'' ' 

—Z^^-—Z^^-
s^ s^ 
_/v_ _ 

disc,, order 
off  p at r 

DC C 

3 3 

5 5 

•DC C 

disc,, order 
off p 

att £(/•;£) 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

4 4 

Anotherr interesting feature of the moving profile of Example 3 is the fact that 
itss maximum is not attained at the center of the source, although it is very close 
too it: namely, the maximum is attained in supp(5r(f)). which consists of all x with 
\x\x — r{t)\  < L We can prove that this is true for moving profiles in general, by noticing 
thatt we must have for p. with p(x. t) — /5(x — fv). 

DAp(x)) - rep(x) + v • Vp(x) - 0. (2.20) 

forr all x G fi\supp(5o), where A is the closure of an arbitrary set A e Q. If p would 
havee a maximum at x G f]\supp(5o), then Vp(x) = 0 and A/5(x) < 0, because all 
eigenvaluess of the Hessian matrix of p evaluated in x are negative and A/3(x) is the 
summ of these eigenvalues. However, equation (2.20) yields, by /5(x) > 0 and V/3(x) = 0. 
thatt A/5(x) > 0, giving a contradiction. Therefore a maximum of p lies in supp(So) 
andd thus for the maximum of p we have that |x„mj. — r(t)\ < L 

2.55 Self-interaction 

Itt will often occur that the gradient equation of a source contains gradients of one 
off the fields p$ that it produces, which is a property that we called self-interaction 
inn Subsection 2.4.1. In this section we will see that self-interaction has a diminishing 
effectt on the speed of a moving source in case that the self-interaction field is an 
attractantt for the source. If the self-interaction field is a repellent, then the speed of 
thee moving source will be greater. Besides this we will examine how the width of the 
sourcess influences the self-interaction. 

Inn Example 3, in case of block source functions, the gradient of the field p that 
thee source produces, evaluated at the source position, is equal to 
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Thee gradient dxp{vt) is negative (positive), for positive (negative) t\ and is decreasing 
(increasing)) with L as can be proven by noticing that y/v2 + 4DK/(2D) is always 
greaterr than \v\/(2D). This means that for decreasing source width L the source will 
sensee the fields that it produces in an increasing way. For I \ 0 this will result in 

X\mdX\mdxxp(yt)p(yt) = , °V (2.22) 
nono xfX } 2DVV2+4DK 

Too get an idea of how big the influence can be on the time derivatives r in the gradient 
equations,, we consider an example. 

Examplee 4. In this example we consider a moving source (position r) and a static 
sourcesource (position s) on R, secreting a substance p to which the moving source is at-
tracted,tracted, yielding equations 

ddttp(x,p(x, t) = Dd2
xP(x, t) - KP(X. t) + aS(\x - r(t)|) + aS{\x - s\). (2.23) 

f(t)f(t) = \dxP(r(t)J). (2.24) 

WeWe caii write the solution of equation (2.23) as p(x,t) = ps(x) ps(x) + Pr{x,t), where 
ppss and pr satisfy 

00 = Ddxps(x) - Kpa{x) + oS{\x - s\), 

ddttpprr{x,t){x,t) = Ddxpr(x,t) - Kpr(x,t) + aS(\x - r(t)\), 

soso that for equation (2.24) we have 

f(t)f(t) = \dxPs(r(t)) + \dxPr(r(t),t). (2.25) 

InIn a quasi steady-state approximation the term dxpr(r(t),t) will  vanish, however in 
thisthis case it is approximately equal to the expression in equation (2.21), which yields 
afterafter substitution and developing a Taylor series with respect to r, 

f^vf^v + tf + T]r3 + 0 (r4) . (2.26) 

withwith v = Xdxps(r) and 

tt  „  / ^ ( M 2 < 2 + 3 ^ - 3) A 
5 ""  \4D*ii e ) ' V~ (96 £>V3 >' *~ 

SolvingSolving the approximate equation (2.26) yields then 

-- l -v+j-l-rit  + Oiv*). (2.27) 

ByBy using parameter values D = 1.0 -lO"4. K = 1.0-lO"4, a = 1.0-10-3. £= 1.0-10"2, 
andand A = 1.0 • 10 5 . where we have that 0 < v < 5.0 • l ( r 5 . (1 - O^ 1 ~ 0-57 and 
7/(11 - O" 4 ~ 1-0 • !0G, this results in r « (0.57) • Xdxp!i{r). 
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WithoutWithout self-interaction, as in the, case with QSSA. then r = Xdxps(r). Hence, 
accordingaccording to this estimation, the self-interaction causes a decrease in source speed of 
43%.. It has to be noted that the quality of this estimation depends on the acceleration 
ofof the point source. The used equation (2.21) is valid for constant r (= r) and t —> 
occ and therefore, if v does not change too rapidly, the convergence of the measured 
gradientgradient to equation (2.21) can be faster than the speed with which v changes. D 

2.5.11 Self-interaction in two dimensions 

Wee next want to examine the effect of the width of source functions on the self-
interactionn in two dimensions. For this, we define Sf : R2 —> R. by S'(x) = ^ 5( ^|x|). 
withh suppS = [0.1]. so that 

S*(x)dx== / S(x)dx. (2.28) 
Bt(0)Bt(0) JBi(O) 

wheree Bf(Q) — {x <E K2 | |x| < /:} . Again we consider the moving profile for a source 
movingg with a constant speed v. i.e. p(x.t) = p(x - tv). The equation for the field 
iss given by 

ddttp(x,t)p(x,t) = DAp(x,t) -Kp{x,t)+aS({x-tv). (2.29) 

forr which the moving profile will be determined by the equation 

DApDAp + v • V/3 - Kp + aSl = 0. (2.30) 

wheree p and S( are functions of x only. We will solve this equation by using a Green's 
functionn PQ. which is the solution of equation (2.30) with a Dirac distribution S instead 
off the function S(. For these functions we have the expression 

/5G(x)=^1e (- j 4 2V-x )A'0(A3|x|)) (2.31) 

°° 1 V/|VI2 + 4DK 

andd the solution of equation (2.30) is then equal to 

p(x)=J^Pc;(x-S)Sp(x)=J^Pc;(x-S)Sff(0<lt.(0<lt.  (2.33) 

Too consider the self-interaction, we have to calculate Vp(tv.t) = V/3(0). Because of 
thee fact that 5'' has support B((0) and is symmetric at 0. we can write 

V/5(0)== f VpG(0Sf(Z)dS. 
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Thee series expansion of V pc m the neighbourhood of 0 is equal to 

VpG(x)) = - {4 2i4,f (-4aV-x)tf«, (A3\x\)} v - | j ^ i e < - ^ v - * > A T Ï ( 43 | x | )| x 

== { ^ ^ 2 111(^,431x1) - ^ ï ^ C v - x J l n f e ^ ' A - j I x D lv 

( A\A\ , A v • x ] ^ ,, ., 

I xll  lxl J 
soo that we have for Vp(0), 

Vp{0)Vp{0) = AiA2\ f l n ( e ^ + ^ 3 | x | ) 5 ( x ) r f x + ln(^) ) \ + Ö {(). (2.34) 
\JBiiO)\JBiiO) V y / 

Withh this expression of the gradient at the position of the source of a moving profile 
solutionn we can estimate the effect of self-interaction in case of the general mixed 
parabolic-gradientt system (2.1) and (2.2). Selecting a moving source ra and a field 
P0P0 for which we have self-interaction, we split the field p into two parts; one part pr, 
producedd by the source itself, and the other part pe, produced by other sources, giving 
vee = AVpe(r(f)./). Here we dropped the subscripts a and 3 for convenience. Using 
thee first term in the equation (2.34). we can write Vp,(r) « Vp(0) ~ Ai(^)v- F° r 

thee speed of the source we then have by the gradient equation r  ̂ \A${()r + ve , 
yieldingg r » (1 — 1\e. With parameter choices of Example 4 we then get 
rr « (0.76)ve. 

Clearly,, the effect of self-interaction can become infinitely large for small source 
widthss L The source width is therefore a critical parameter of the system. Further, 
thee sign of A determines whether the self-interaction field acts as an attract ant or as 
aa repellent. We have shown an example of an attract ant field. For A < 0. hence a 
repellentt field, the speed of the moving source will be greater instead of smaller. 

2.66 Numerical tests 

Inn the previous sections we found by analytic means some properties of the mixed 
parabolic-gradientt systems. In this section we will do some numerical tests to illustrate 
somee of these findings. For this, we use a simple numerical method, which is first order 
accuratee in time and second order accurate in space and serves for showing the effects 
off self-interaction. 

Wee will concentrate on a 1-dimensional example system (the system from Example 
4).. The system is 

ddttp(x.p(x. t) = Dd2
xp{.r. t) - KP(X, t) + arS(\x - r(t)\) + asS(\x - .s|). (2.35) 

r{t)r{t)  = MxP(r(t).t). (2.36) 

whichh is the most simple system that shows self-interaction. The moving source 
(positionn r{t))  and the static source (position .s) both produce p. and the moving 

file:///JBiiO
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sourcee is growing to higher concentrations of p. Again. supp5 = [O.t]. with S one of 
thee functions from Table 2.2. Further we will assume that the domain is [0.1] and we 
imposee periodic boundary conditions. 

2.6.11 Numerical method 

Forr discretization of the parabolic equation (2.35) we will use the backward-time 
central-spacee scheme, 

kk h2 

-niC-niCll+^rS(\x+^rS(\xmm-r'-r' ii\)+a\)+assS(\xS(\xmm-s\)-s\) (2.37) 

onn an evenly spaced grid 0 = XO..,..XM = 1. with gridsize h in space and step 
sizee k in time. Because of the periodic boundary conditions we can work with vectors 
v""  = (c\> iqI)

T of length M. such that v't\, % p(xm.tn). If we denote Sm(rn) = 
aarrS(\xS(\xmm — rn\) + asS(\xm —s\), such that S(r") £ MA/. then we can write this scheme 
as s 

Av n +11 = vn + A-S(rn). (2.38) 

wheree A is a periodic tridiagonal matrix. If we denote the projection of the exact 
solutionn p(x, t) on the grid by p(t), then substitution of this solution into (2.38) yields 

Ap(tAp(tn+1n+1)) = p(tn) + kS(r(tn)) + kO(k + h2) , (2.39) 

andd therefore the discretization is first order consistent in time and second order 
consistentt in space. Further, this scheme is unconditionally stable [46] for a given 
functionn r(t). 

Thee path r(t) of the moving source will be approximated at discrete time points tn 

(r™™ % r(tri)). For the discretization of the gradient equation (2.36). we need to 
approximatee the gradient at r". which is not necessarily a grid point xm. For this, we 
needd a numerical gradient function Pv : ^-A1 x [0-1] —>• M. such that if an arbitrary, 
smoothh function ƒ: [0,1] —• K is projected on the grid x £ M.AI, yielding f G RA/. then 
Pv(f - r )) ~ dsf{r)- Then we use forward Euler to calculate r"+ 1 from r". giving 

rrnn + i =rn + kXpv(v
n. rn). (2.4Ü) 

Iff we assume that Pv(f\r) = dxf(r) + O (hp) for arbitrary, smooth ƒ. then we can 
substitutee the exact solution r(t) into (2.40) to obtain 

r(*n+1)) = r(tn) + k\Pv(p(tn). r(tn)) + kO (k + hp). (2.41) 

makingg scheme (2.40) first order accurate in time and pth-order accurate in space. 
Ourr time stepping process now consists of two stages: equation (2.38) together 

withh equation (2.40). But we still need to define the numerical gradient function Py. 
Thee most straightforward way to define a numerical gradient function is to define 

iV(f.*i++ 0/0 = £(ƒ,- + ! - / i ) . (2.42) ) 
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Figuree 2.3: Solution of system (2.35)-(2.36) at times t = 300, 900: 2100. 3000. 
Sourcess (•••), ps (— • —) and p (—). 

withh the unique 9 G [0.1) and Xj such that r = Xi + Oh. which gives P v ( f . r ) = 
dxf(r)dxf(r) + O (h), for arbitrary, smooth functions ƒ. However, it is easy to build higher 
orderr gradient functions by using more grid points. For example. 

Pv(f•• Xi + eh) = ^ ( - ƒ,_! + 3/ , - 3 / ( + 1 + f,+2)d
2 

++  (ƒ,_! - 2U + fi+1)6 +l(-  2/i_i - 3fi + 6fl+1 - fi+1)y (2.43) 

forr which Py(f , r ) = dxf(r) + Ö (h3) for arbitrary, smooth functions ƒ, which is the 
highestt order numerical gradient function possible using four grid points. We now 
willl show some results of an example calculation using equations (2.38), (2.40) and 
(2.43). . 

Examplee 5. We use the parameter values D = 1.0-10 4 . n = 1.0T0~4. o = 3.0T0 - 3 . 
AA = 1.0-10-4 and the cone-like source functions with £ — 0.1. Further we take s = 3/4 
andand as initial values r(0) = 1/3 and p{x. 0) = 0. for all x G [0.1] and we will  integrate 
toto t = 3000. For a calculation with 2000 grid points, both in the x and t-direction 
(h(h — 0.5 • 10_,i and k — 1.5,). the results are shown in Figure 2.3. These grid sizes 
areare sufficiently small to approximate exact solutions up to plotting accuracy. 
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ItIt  can be seen that the source at position r(t) moves toward the source at position s. 
TheThe dash-dotted line shows a p-field that is produced solely by the source at s, which 
wewe called ps in Example 4- This field isn't used in the calculation, but is shown for 
illustrationillustration purposes. The solid line shows the p-field that is used in the calculation. 
ItIt  is the sum of the two fields excreted by the sources. The dotted line displays the 
scaledscaled source profile functions. They are scaled down by a factor 20 to make them 
nicelynicely fit into the picture. 

InIn Section 2.5 we made an estimation of the diminishing effect on the moving 
speedspeed of a source in case of block source functions and for p defined on the whole ofM.. 
ForFor our example case, where we have cone source functions and the domain is [0,1] 
withwith periodic boundary conditions, we can do a similar calculation. We then get for 
££ in equation (2.27), 

Aaa (1 - /:) sinh(/ji) - ^sinh(//(l - ()) 
^  ̂ ~ AD2p i{ev - l)(e-v - 1) ' 

WithWith our choices of parameters, we have £ = —0.511 and equation (2.27) gives r « 
(0.G6)) • Xdxps(r). In the left, graph of Figure 2.4 the gradients Oxps(r(t)) (dash-dotted 
line)line) and dxp(r(t),t) (solid line) are shown. Clearly, Oxp(r(t).t) is much smaller 
thanthan dxpi,(r(t)) due to the self-interaction. According to our estimation we should 
havehave dxp(r(t).t)/dxp9(r(t)) m 0.66. This ratio is depicted in the right graph. We see 
thatthat the ratio is a little less than the estimation we made. 

TwoTwo things might explain this. First, the estimation is based on a moving profile 
solutionsolution m,oving with constant speed r. The fact that r is not constant, but increasing, 
mightmight give some differences. Second, from the gradient of the moving profile solution 
wewe only take the first order term in r in our estimation. For higher speeds, higher 
orderorder terms can come into play and they then have to be accounted for. 

WeWe see that the self-interaction causes a decrease of about 30% — 40% in moving 
speedspeed of the source here. If QSSA is used the self-interaction is automatically neglected, 
becausebecause concentration fields in steady-state do have a vanishing gradient at the location 
ofof the source. Therefore, sources seem to move faster than they really do with QSSA 
inin this particular problem. In Figure 2.5 the QSSA solution for r(t) (dash-dotted) 
isis shown next to the full integration solution of r(t) just calculated. Clearly, in the 
QSSAQSSA solution the moving source reaches the static source too early. 

UsingUsing QSSA. we turned the parabolic equation into an elliptic equation by putting 
dtpdtp — 0. This equation can be solved analytically and its solution, which depends 
onon r(t) can be used in the gradient equation, resulting in an autonomous ODE. We 
solvedsolved this equation numerically using the classical Runge-Kutta Ath-order integration 
scheme.scheme. • 

2.77 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter we examined a mixed parabolic-gradient system, which is a prototype 
forr such systems arising in neurobiology, where they act as a model for the axonal 
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Figuree 2.4: (Left) dxp(r(t)J) (—) and dxps{r{t))  ( ) against time. (Right) Ratio 
off  the gradients against time. 
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Figuree 2.5: Location of the moving source against time computed with QSSA (• 
andd with numerical integration of the full parabolic-gradient system (—). 
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growthh out of neurons. The long term goal is to develop efficient numerical methods 
forr solving such equation systems. Here, we tried to get a better understanding of the 
equationss by analytical and numerical means. 

Wee found that, with the parameters in the estimated ranges, putting the parabolic 
equationss in steady-state gives very different results. Although some reasons to jus-
tifyy the quasi-steady-state approximation exist, see [21]. this approximation can give 
movingg speeds of the sources that are significantly wrong in case self-interaction oc-
curs. . 

AA way to estimate the self-interact ion effect is found and by using this, it should be 
possiblee to give an indication of the quality of the quasi-steady-state approximation in 
particularr cases. In addition, we found as a rule of thumb that decreasing the source 
widthh will give a greater self-interaction effect. In one dimension this effect seems to 
bee bounded for decreasing source widths, but in two and three dimensions this effect 
cann become unbounded, resulting in source speeds approaching zero or becoming very 
large. . 

Thiss brings us to the use of point sources. With point sources the solutions of the 
parabolicc equations are smooth everywhere except for the locations of the sources. 
Iff  self-interaction occurs, gradients have to be taken at these locations, making the 
combinationn of self-interaction and point sources impossible. In one dimension we 
cann work around this by redefining the gradients, but in two and three dimensions 
thiss seems not to be possible. As an alternative, sources that are spread out in space 
cann be used, but then care has to be taken on the smoothness of solutions of the 
concentrationn fields. 

Inn doing the numerical tests we found that the number of grid points needed to 
reachh good accuracy is very high, even for the simple problem we used. In future 
researchh we will focus on this aspect and search for better ways to discretize these 
equations. . 

Otherr points of interest are how the model can be extended to make it more real-
istic.. For instance, the model relates certain mechanisms (e.g. sensing gradients) to 
globall  behaviour (e.g. bundling). However, the dynamics can be such that at a cer-
tainn moment of time the mechanisms are not. realistic anymore and other mechanisms 
shouldd take over. 
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